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__,PREFACE

Many stories have been told about the Soviet propensity to
copy Western weapon designs to satisfy their own military re-

* quirements. I have heard one where a battle-scarred B-29, forced
to land in Soviet territory, was captured by the Soviets during
the latter part of WW II. The aircraft was never returned to the
United States. Instead, it was meticulously replicated--complete
with bullet holes! Although the accuracy of the story is
suspect, the Soviets did produce bombers after WW II based on the
B-29 design.

Forty years later, the Soviet Union is testing its version of
the US Space Shuttle. At first glance, the Soviet shuttle looks
remarkably similar to ours. Upon closer inspection, the two
shuttles appear almost identical! Could it be just coincidence?

I wanted to explore the possibility that the Soviets are
copying valuable hardware developed in the United States. My
initial search for Soviet thievery led me to believe that nowhere
is this problem more prominent than in the area of high technolo-
gy. Realizing that the United States is very dependent on tech-
nology, especially in its weapon systems, I chose to look into
the problem of transferring high technology to the Soviet Union.
My concern was finding enough information to support the asser-
tion that the Soviet Union is stealing US technology. 'S.

.>.
As it turns out, ample evidence is available from unclassi-

fied sources to conclude that the United States has a problem
stopping the loss of technology to the Soviet Union. I intend to
examine the problem from a broad perspective and use several
examples to illustrate the points being made. I will then give
seven specific recommendations that can help alleviate the
problem.

This paper and its recommendations are intended to be part of
a briefing package used by the National Security Briefing Team
based at Maxwell AFB, Alabama. The recommendations are them-
selves topics for further research to answer "how" these recom-
mendations can best be implemented.

iii J"
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Part of our College mission is distribution of the A
students' problem solving products to DoD
s ponsors and other interested agencies to
enhance insight into contemporary, defense

~.related issues. While the College has accepted this
pp, roduct as meeting academic requirements forgrauatonthe views and opinions expressed or4

vA~ implied are solely those of the author and should
not be construed as carrying official sanction.

*:~~insights into tomorrow"

REPORT NUMBER 87-2645

AUTHOR(S) MAJOR TEDDY N. WANG

TITLE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER--ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR DOD

- ~ I. Problem: An increasing number of Soviet weapon systems havebenefitted from technology developed in the West. This trend isdisturbing because the United states cannot afford to contribute
to Soviet weapons development, let alone help the Soviets acquireweapons that are ultimately deployed against the United States

and its allies. Stopping this trend requires an understanding ofthe problem and developing solutions that can reverse the tide.
I. Objectives: To investigate the transfer of Western technol-ogY to the Soviet Union and to make recommendations that will

stop the Soviets from further acquisitions.

Ill. Discussion of Analysis: The assertion that the Soviets areAll stealing technology from the United States to be used in theirown weapons raises the following questions: (1) Are the Soviets
randomly coming across "interesting" technical findings for inte-gration into their weapon systems or is there a coordinatedeffort to acquire Western technology? (2) If there is a con-
scious effort to acquire western technology, how successful havethe Soviets been? (3) Have the United States and its Westernallies been making efforts to curb Soviet efforts? If they have,

viii4



*.CONTINUED__

why haven't they been m(cre successfu:- 141 How :ar. +. .
-S." States improve current methods used +,-j ficht:a r <'hr cv.,y + r.: f,

to the Soviet Union? Answers fo t hese qufrt, t> :,-e r ar
using the most recent resources avalab ny t a -

IV. Findings: The problem of technology transfer tc t, S"
Union is real. Acquiring advanced Western ch o :s a
the Soviets take very seriously. The have cped a u r- au-
cracy to direct and coordinate their naticna] rescur'e-. t au-
quire selected technology from the West The Scvie(- s U s
variety of means to acquire the know-how and hardwar- rrr- a'
for developinq similar technology thems(lv:,. Fven afl- ,

- Soviets have the technology to develop a stecific cara : i,
they still attempt to obtain information on Western echno]rrCv
,"either to improve their systrem or to develop counterreasur s

against Western weapons.

US efforts to stop the Soviets from acquiring Western tech-
nology have been overshadowed in the 1970s by detente and the
desire to trade competively in the world market. Agencies tasked
to enforce export control laws became woefully understaffed and
underfunded. As a result, militarily significant technology

. along with dual-use technology were lost to the East. US allies
were also distrustful of US attempts to impose trade restricticns
on some technology. The allies' suspicions were exacerbated by
perceived inconsistencies in US foreign policy. Several members
of COCOM (Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Con-
trols) and neutral nations had their own self-servinq interests

- in mind by selling militarily significant technology to the
Soviet bloc. If the United States did not, in turn, sell similar

-. items to the Soviets, US competitiveness in the high-tech market
would be diminished.

V. Conclusions: The Soviets are still deployinq new weapon
systems containing advanced technologies acquired from the West.
Not all were obtained in the 1970s. Although the Reagan Adminis-
tration has slowed the flow of technology to the Soviet bloc by
launching a significant program to counter the Soviets' efforts,
losses still occur. The Soviets have hardened their resolve by
recruiting technology-specialized KGB agents in addition to East-

ix
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_ _ _ _CONTINUED

c overtly acquire desired technology from the
- :.. . , a vast amount of sensitive information can be

S- - .:. open sources in the United States by the Sovi-
* " -- a>• r a'kCln. Although progress to stop technology
-- tave been made, there is more that can be

. '' : :The United States needs to create a poli-
:- ., <- r nation to direct and coordinate US efforts

• " " .ri7nsfer to the Soviet Union. A cabinet- or
u< I-level organization is necessary because

1 impact both foreign and domestic poli-
r--ds tc be made in working with COCCM and

r: .naticns to cooperate in denying militarily
S.- '-c the Soviet Union. Penalties for unau-

r cn of sensitive technology need to be
.+ c(mestic and foreign violators. To improve

.. .'' ,  a compr-hensive review of security clearance
". r . r:'i contractors also needs to be made. Everyone

"p ; r _iL',;e rroects needs to have his clearance neriod-
-- u: . T h e ar-- som- of the more significant steps

*-. *a :an a- -- c <unter technology transfer.



Chapter One

INTRODUCTION
Western technology is extremely important to the defense of

the Free World. It is often used as an equalizer or force multi-

plier--compensating for the West's numerical shortfall. The
United States relies on its qualitative edge in technology and
maintains a numerically inferior military force that is still
credible enough to deter a Soviet attack. According to former
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown,

There are alternatives to this reliance on technology:
doubling the number of US personnel under arms to ap-
proach Soviet levels, increasing defense procurement
budgets by 50 percent over what they would otherwise be
to compete with the Soviets in quantities of equipment,
and substituting purchase of production by allies for
much of the current US production of military equipment

4 (4:243).

In almost all weapon categories, the Soviet Union maintains a
quantitative edge (see Appendix)

This paper addresses the problem of technology transfer to
the Soviet Union. Chapter One includes this overview, followed
by the definition of "technology" and other key terms so that the
reader can share a common ground of understanding. A brief
background on technology transfer and an assessment of the se-
riousness of the problem will then be discussed. (The Soviets
are interested in the West's technological progress because they
regard Western system characteristics as a yardstick against
which their technical capabilities are judged (33:107). They
spend the equivalent of $1.4 billion per year to underwrite their
technology acquisition effort (31:108).) In fact, the Soviets
have developed an entire bureaucracy to deal with the acquisition
and evaluation of high technology. This chapter concludes by
examining the organization and composition of that bureaucracy.

The bureaucracy directs the use of several methods to gather
information on technology. The methods are not only integrated,
but are part of a massive centrally-controlled campaign to obtain
needed products and technical knowledge through legal and illegal

means (31:108). Chapter Two discusses the methods used in the
past and gives an assessment on the successes of these methods.

A-L:
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The Department of Defense (DOD) plays the key role in the
government-wide domestic and international effort to safeguard US .
technology lead (31:151) . Other government agencies, however,60
also cooperate to deny Soviet acquisitions. Chapter Three dis-
cusses the roles of the DOD and other agencies in countering the

*"hemorrhage" of critical technologies to the Soviet Union
(28:54). Also discussed are the key laws that enable the agen-
cies to control the loss of technology. The United States cannot
win the war against technology transfer alone, however, but needs

* the cooperation of COCOM (Coordinating Committee for multilateral L

Export Controls) . Many COCOM members possess the same technology

found in the United States. The role of this committee will also
be discussed in this chapter.I

ChaterFour explores the difficulties of enforcing control
laws by raising some fundamental issues of tough enforcement.
At what point is national security more important than the embar-
go of items that might be militarily significant? Trade not only

~1. promotes domestic economic growth, but is also considered in
foreign policy. Another issue is freedom of information. Ameri-
cans cherish their open society. Unnecessary restriction of
information is not only undesirable, but can have a detrimental

* effect on healthy exchanges of information critical to creativity
and technological growth. Another vexing problem comes from
dual-use technology. What should the United States do about
commercial technology that was never intended for military appli-
cation, but can be modified for military use? These are chal-

lenging issues and they will be discussed in this chapter.

Chapter Five concludes this paper by stating the significant
findings made in researching the problem of technology transfer
to the Soviet Union. Also included are the recommendations that
if implemented, will reduce the transfer of technology to nations
outside the West, principally the Soviet Union, while protecting
the fundamental principles of Western democracy.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Technology. Technology is the know-how to specify, design,
build, maintain, and use a product (7:117). It is, in part,
experience-based know-how which transforms science into products
and processes. Further, it is a collection of scientific princi-
ples, engineering procedures, and practices (13:49). Technology
can consist of any information, equipment, or process which
contributes to turning a concept into a useful product (18:44).

Contrast the above definition with Webster's Dictionary which p

defines technology as a technical language, a technical method of
achieving a practical purpose, and the totality of the means
employed to provide objects necessary for human sustenance and
comfort (12:1197).

2



For the purposes of this paper, the reader should use the
first definition. Note that technology includes knowledge, as
well as sophisticated machinery.

Technology Transfer. Although some consider technology transfer
as the free exchange of ideas (6:62) , this paper will use tech "no-
logy transfer as the conveyance of technology from the West to
the East--especially, the Soviet Union.

Technology Diversion. The transfer of technology to an unautho- F
rized destination by an intermediary without the explicit approv-
al of the United States. The intermediary may or may not be a
legitimate recipient of the technology.

Dual-Use Technology. Civilian technology with potential
military applications (4:27).

% Espionage. The covert collection of information and/or equip-
ment. Methods of collection include, but are not limited to
bribery, extortion, and exploitation of susceptible individuals.

PROBLEM BACKGROUND

Technology acquisition from the West is not a new problem.

Soviet attempts to acquire and benefit from advanced
Western technology date back to at least the 1930s and
Stalin's industrialization program, the program being
motivated, in part, by Stalin's intepretation of Rus-
sian history and the damaging consequences of "falling
behind" (8:169).

The Soviet Union wants to acquire Western technology for sev-
*eral reasons. After WW II, the acquisitions were used primarily

as a stop-gap measure until their own growing research and devel-
opment (R&D) programs could pick up (13:42). Even after these
programs matured, however, Soviet collection efforts did not
cease. It was evident that foreign technology acquisitions im-
proved the quality and effectiveness of Soviet weapons (31:151) ,
allowed them to incorporate second-generation Western military
systems, enabled the Soviets to reduce their own R&D risks, and
also allowed them to develop prospective countermeasures even
while developing the original weapon systems (32:110).

% PROBLEM SIGNIFICANCE

The transfer of US technology to the Soviet Union seriously
undermines the qualitative US lead which contributes to US deter-
rence. The Soviets have successfully cut the lead time from 10-
12 years in the 1960s, to 3-5 years (or less) at present (13:51).

3
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For example, one of the key components to "ruggedized" military
computers in advanced weapons is bubble memory. Bubble memory
stores more information than standard computer chips and does not
need power to retain its continuous memory. These are character-
istics that can be incorporated into weapons--making them smaller
and more reliable. Unfortunately, bubble memory technology (dis-
covered by a Hungarian on US-funded grant) was transferred to the
Soviet Union, advancing similar Soviet technology by at least 10
years (33:110).

Acquisition of Western technology saves the Soviets not only
time, but also money. A DOD pilot study showed that had export
license applications for a significant number of illegal diver-
sions in 1983-84 been approved, the Soviets would have saved
between $6.6 and $13.3 billion in primary military research costs
during the 1990s and beyond (32:21). The Soviets would also have
saved hundred of millions, if not billions of dollars by utiliz-

.- ing proven US designs to field counterpart systems (32:21).

The Soviets also satisfy their defense requirements through
"reverse engineering" (2:16), imitating, and integrating Western
technology. For example, the MiG-29 FULCRUM all-weather, air
superiority fighter-interceptor is effective against US cruise

4- missiles because of its Western-developed look-down/shoot-down
radar technology (32:79). The An-72 COALER short-takeoff-and-
landing aircraft is a copy of the Boeing YC-14, an undeveloped US
aircraft (33:110). The Soviet Il-76 CANDID bears striking struc-
tural and performance similarities to the Lockheed C-141, one of
which was carefully inspected by the Soviets during a Paris Air
Show (33:110). There are many more examples.

Soviet Bureaucracy

To further underscore the significance of the technology
transfer problem, it is helpful to note the Soviet Union's total
effort in obtaining advanced Western technology by examining a
special Soviet bureaucracy. This bureaucracy not only identifies
technology requirements, but also directs acquisition efforts.
Some of the more significant requirements will be discussed along
with what the Soviets think are the most important technologies
to acquire. Knowing this will give the United States a gauge
with which to measure the success of Soviet efforts in acquiring
the technologies they need. As will be pointed out later, the
Soviets' carefully executed program through both legal and ille-
gal means (32:19) have been immensely successful.

There are six key organizations: KGB (Soviet Intelligence)
(31:125), VPK (Military-Industrial Commission) (31:108), GKNT
(State Committee for Science and Technology) (6:238), GRU (Chief
Intelligence Directorate) (8:10), Ministry of Foreign Trade, and
the State Committee for External Economics Relations.

4



The main coordinating body is the VPK of the USSR Council of
Ministers operating under the guidance of the Party Central Com-
mittee. This commission tasks the KGB (Directorate T of the
First Principal Directorate) (7:68) and the GRU to covertly
collect militarily useful technology. GKNT is also intimately
involved in the coordination of basic scientific research under
Central Committee authority and helps determine which scientific
need can best be met through intelligence collection (6:238).
The Ministry of Foreign Trade administers a trade diversion
program to obtain a significant number of manufacturing and sup-

4, porting equipment for direct use on Soviet military-industrial
production lines (31:108) . Surprisingly, these covert activites
represent a small part of the Soviets' total effort. By and
large, the Soviets primarily work openly and legally (7:68) .

Using the organizational structure outlined above, the So-
viets have been very successful in acquiring foreign technology.
For example, the VPK has directed over 3,500 requirements each
year during the late 1970s and early 1980s. About one-third of
that number were satisfied annually (31:108).

- - Soviet Requirements, and Soviet Priorities

The Soviets can satisfy some modern military requirements
much more efficiently by technological acquisitions from Western
state-of-the-art designs than they could ever hope to achieve

themselves due to lower technology levels. Military needs for
AWACS-like aircraft, floating drydocks, antisubmarine weaponry,
armor, antitank system, aerospace, shipbuilding, heavy vehicle,
metallurgy, machine building, telecommunications, lasers, jet

N engine fabrication, radar, guidance and navigation, and precision
manufacturing (13:42-51) can all benefit from technological infu-
sions relevant to computers, microelectronics, and advanced ma-
chinery. It's no surprise that primary Soviet targets of Western
technology include electronics, computers, manufacturing technol-

-4 .. ogies, structural materials (33:105), and robotics (31:108).
Soviet intelligence collections in the past 15 years have also
emphasized rocket propulsion, missile defense, and "smart" bombs
(6:67). The next chapter discusses how the Soviets attempt to
acquire these technologies.

5



Chapter Two

ACQUISITION METHODS AND SUCCESSES

The Soviets employ six basic methods in gathering Western
technology: espionage, open sources, student exchanges, market-
ing/manufacturing companies, bilateral agreements, and business
intermediaries (20:17). Using these methods, the Soviets were
able to acquire 6,000 to 10,000 pieces of hardware and 100,000
documents annually. An average of more than 5,000 military
research projects benefit each year (25:2). Although these meth-
ods are not all illegal, the Soviets have been increasingly
forced to acquire technology through covert means because the US
Government is tightening export control laws and procedures
(32:19-20). One such means is espionage.

ESPIONAGE

The Soviets have placed major emphasis on espionage, creating
a network of 20,000 (Soviet and Eastern bloc) agents available to
steal Western technology (20:15). Most of these agents work for
the KGB and GRU. Together they are tasked to acquire about 70 .
percent of the technology requirements (15:16). The KGB even 'N
has a special division known as Line X whose sole purpose is to
obtain high-technology, data, and hardware (19:2). This is a g
special breed of spies who are very cultured, socialize easily at
cocktail parties, dress well, have good language skills, and
appear to be quite charming people. Gennadiy Fedorovich Zakharov
is believed to be 1 of 300 Line X agents worldwide (19:2).

Another method the Soviets use successfully is the employment
of Eastern bloc surrogates. East European agents are particular-
ly effective because (1) they have a better image in the West
than their Russian counterparts thus operating more freely, and
(2) the Soviets ensure that there is a redundant channel avail-
able to acquire Western technology (28:54). In fact, through a
Polish agent, the Soviets were able to acquire the know-how for t.

* the following radar systems: B-i and Stealth quiet-type, F-15
." look-down/shoot-down, Phoenix air-to-air, all-weather tank, ship-

board surveillance, Patriot and HAWK surface-to-air, and NATO air
defense (28:56-60). The price paid over a 3-year period was
$110,000. The look-down/shoot-down fire control radar documenta-
tion alone allowed the Soviets to incorporate the system into the
Su-27 and MiG-29 much earlier and cheaper by saving five years of
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development time, $55 million research costs, and 1000 man-years
of scientific research effort (25:2).

Open Sources

About 30 percent of Soviet technology requirements can be met
- . by legal open sources (15:16): newspapers, magazines, trade and

technical journals, government and contractor reports, public
meetings, and hearings. Others estimate the percentage to be
much higher. According to Jeffrey Pichelson, an expert on Soviet
intelligence, the Soviet Union spends the major portion of its
intelligence and budgets on clandestine operations, but the vast I
majority (up to 90 percent) of the information e mloyed in irtel-
ligence analysis is obtained from open sources (0:119). Another
expert says, "without question, the most widely used technology
transfer mechanism is the open literature" (7:125).

Unclassified information can easily be obtained. The best
intelligence Is derived from multiple independent sources, which
can lend credence or substance to otherwise sketchy information,
resulting r a total icture of slanificant value. The Soviets
can take advantage of the open UF environment that is the mcst
"lenient" of all the Western countries--lacking even the Cffi:a
Secrets Act of the United Kingdom (8:122). Soviet agents are
able to obtain tremendous irsight into develcprnq weapon systems
l 4ust by attending Conqressional hearings. The 1983 House Appro-
priatlcns Committee hearings alone produced nine v Iumes, wlth
.CO-l,000 pages per volume, containing pr#-sent d n r I Iect ed

capabilities, vulnerabilities, and develc~pment schedules of hp
Ground Wave Emergency Network, ASATs, laser experiements, as well

* as snace-based early warning, nuclear moritoring, and strateql.-
defense systems (7:130-131). The Fttiteqr( Air romnar, d Ident I-
IfIed 21 other open sources as potential ref+rec on r litarv'
affairs: National Technical Information Service docurments, De-
fense Documentation Center unclassified documents, A\1at irn W(-.k
and Space Technology, Jane's Fighting Aircraft, FlI ight OpeI-
tions, Military Affairs, MiLitaryand paoe Da13 Ni l ewe 1t t&

Military Electronics/Countermeasures, The Infra-red HarOndck, J
Aerospace Daily, Air Force Times, CombfatCrfe, -. ,-rmar,- n•
Manacement Journal, Commerce Busine,s Daily, Armed F(r- or .-
nications and Electronics Association (sic , Flectrns N,,
Electronics Warfare Markets, USA, Defense Ele(ctron cs Nu<t i,-

Mariners,"Airmen, and, various base and comrrunt\ n.'-
(8:127-128).

Soviets find conferences invalualle. A- ori r.o tu ( ,. .
sources, millions of rubles (about ICO man-years f ff o ,
saved in long-range mi : tary zst arch by u',> t lr i rf krm+i rn i I l -

tared at s-ven professional conf-,t,n-'f5 ir h , Ia7s i!
.arly l9 2s (2%:4). They seek evfery (pp I t x ""

cenr~..c.s .f Westerr socie-ty--esp , ial ]y th rWt i I' (,r" I v

%.-7
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STUDENT EXCHANGES

The Soviets also collect information on technology from
US/USSR student exchange programs which have existed since 1950.
The detente era encouraged these programs and in May 1972, United
States and the Soviet Union signed an "Agreement in Cooperation
in the Field of Science and Technology" (8:172-173). The Grad-
uate Student/Young Faculty Exchange Program sponsored most of the
Soviets involved n scientific and technological work and ac-
cording to US intelligence assessments, at least three-fourths of
the Soviet students are in the S&T (Science and Technology)
fields (28:54). One such student, S. A. Gubin, was taught by a
US Navy consultant on fuel air munitions. After his return to
the Soviet Union, there was a marked increase in Soviet develop-
ment and testing of these advanced technology weapons (28:54).

,. MARKETING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANIPS

The Soviets also use their resources to invest in the forma-
tion of marketing and manufacturing companies "to buy high tech-
nology and munitions for illicit export to the Soviet Union and
to serve as havens for spies.. .The (sic) tangled web of ownership
of many US corporations obscured the identity of their true own-
ers" (20:17). These companies are known as "bogus" or "fronts"
used to evade the Export Administration Act of 1979. Pccording
to the CIA, there are over 300 companies overseas and about 20 in
the United States engaged in diversionary schemes (8:172,175).
According to the Director of Central Intelligence, William J.
Casey, the 300 companies exist in over 30 countries, howevf-,r, ..1.
most are in West Germany (28:53). The existence of the companies
is described as a network of businessmen who sell banned hiah
technology equipment that cannot be easily acquired by other
means (19:2).

Three examples illustrate how the Soviets use "front" compa-
. nles to obtain critical hardware. In 1979, I. I. Industries in
*. Sunnyvale, California, was convicted of shipping semiconductor

processing equipment to the Soviets in 1975 and 1976 without an
export license. The company simply mislabeled the equipment as
goods that did not require a validated export license (3:88).
Another example involved a Western middleman who established
front companies in Yugoslavia, Switzerland, and West Germany

.~ (since those countries are not on the restricted list) to buy
embargoed photoelectric repeaters from the David Mann Company (a
US company) (8:176) . Obviously, there was a breakdown in US
*n-elligence because the United States did not anticipate the
Soviets' need for the repeaters. In a more recent case, a hus-
Land'wife t,am, (Walter 7. and Frances A. Spawr) was cauqht ship-
ping )0 lasor mirr(,rs to W(st Germany and Switzerland (6:352).
I 'nfortunat-ly, sore- of the mirror; q.,o through and are now under-

r ing .sts f-, use In, Sovi t- kIller satellites (3:88) .7,7

8
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BILATERAL AGREEMENTS

The Soviets also seek to acquire information beneficial to
both their long- and short-term research and development programs
through bilateral agreements with Western nations. This method
allows Soviet experts the opportunity to gain direct exposure to
the best Western minds through bilateral agreements with the
United States. Joint space ventures like the Apollo-Soyus Test
Project in 1975 were beneficial to the Soviets especially in
rendezvous and docking techniques. Soviet and East European
scientists and engineers participating in academic, commercial,
and official science and technology exchanges end up collecting
information on know-how, equipment, and computer data bases
(3:97). USSR Academy of Sciences and several of its institutes
follow Western S&T, even tapping into Western data bases through
a growing number of transnational computerized networks dedicated

. to S&T collection and dissemination (32:20). This is a real
concern and the Pentagon is seeking ways to limit Soviet access
to the data bases.

0. BUSINESS INTERMEDIARIES

One of the most successful and sophisticated methods the
Soviets use to transfer technology is through a "third party" or

" ""business intermediary." This is also known as trade diversion..- 4.

The recipient or end-user of defense-sensitive equipment agrees
that the product will not be reshipped or used for military
purposes without explicit approval from the United States. In
October 1984, the United States was fortunate to stop a Scviet
attempt to divert a photomicrodensitometer from West Germany to
East Germany. The Soviets had failed twice to obtain the equip-
ment legally from the United States. The United States was able
to detain the militarily useful equipment (needed for streak
camera photography) at the East German border as it was bound for
the Lebedev Institute in Moscow (31:20). In another example, the
United States was less fortunate and did not stop the diversion
of $5-7 million highly sensitive electronic parts for a computer-
aided design workstation. The equipment was shipped by Tektron-
ix, Inc., of Beaverton, Oregon to a cosignee in Cologne, W.
Germany, where it was forwarded to Vienna (a well-known holding
port for trans-shipment into the Soviet bloc). From Vienna, the
equipment was shipped to an East European state, believed by many
investigators to be Bulgaria (17:55) . This problem is serious--
as illustrated by the fact that in 1984, German and Swedish
officials seized approximately 50 tons of advanced US computers
and rplated equipment after being diverted through about half-
dozen Western countries (32:108). There have even been cases
wh-r- "legitimate" third party users either conspired to divert
technnlogy or simply looked tho other way. This happened in
Austria, where tho proLlem was so bad in 1982, the United States
throatoncd san-tions in rf-taliation (8:176).

9
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Chapter Three

CONTROLS

4 When virtually all of the Soviets' 5,000 ongoing military
44

research projects benefitted from Western technology (31:108) ,
the adequacy of western controls must be questioned. This chap-
ter examines the agencies in the US government tasked to prevent
technology transfers threatening US national security arid an
international committee organized to protect Western economic and
security interests. It also discusses two major US laws specif-
ically written to limit the export of Western technology.

DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

Although there are over 40 agencies taking part in control-
* ling technology transfers (13:50) , 7 are key players: Department
* of Commerce, Department of Defense, Department of State, US Cus-

toms Service, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Central intelli-
gence Agency, and the US Attorney General.

* Department of Commerce

The Commerce Department has the overall responsibility for
stopping the transfer of technology because export control is
part of its function (20:11) . In fact, The Secretary of Commerce
is given the lead role in the licensing of exports, the denial of
licenses, and the administration of the Export Administration Act
(EAA) (1:15). The EAA is a federal statute that limits the flow
of technology from West to East (13:46), and is administered by
the Department's Office of Export Administration (2:122) . Basi-
cally, certain commodities may be controlled for national securi-
ty and foreign policy purposes. The EAA is continuously reviewed
and amended by Congress and the 1985 version includes the foreign
availability element (30:30) , necessary for granting export li-

* censes on commodities already available overseas.

The Commerce Department is also active in controlling illegal
exports in many other areas. Some of their responsibilities
include inspecting cargo, identifying and investigating viola-
tions, administrating civil penalties, and forwarding criminal
cases to the Justice Department for prosecution (2:102). Another
traditional task assigned to Commerce is postshipment verifi-
cation (2.113) , where goods shipped overseas are checked at
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destination ports. Commerce also administers the reexport of US
goods through the distribution license system (23:25).

Prior to the Reagan Administration, the Commerce Department
was not effective in carrying out its tasks and had been severely
criticized for its poor record against illegal transfers. Ac-
cording to former Acting Director of the office of Export Admin-
istration, Lawrence J. Brady, "controls could not be administered
by the Commerce Department because it did not have the attention
and resources it needed" (2:98) . The Reagan Administration, the
General Accounting Office, and Congress scrutinized the Commerce
Department and found the Compliance Division (controlled enforce-
ment office) deficient. It was poorly equipped, understaffed,
had inadequate intelligence, and sometimes manned with under-
trained and unqualified investigators (2:104). Moreover, it had
no overall strategy to stop the exodus of technology (2:101).

To correct the inadequacies of the Compliance Division, the
Office of Export Enforcement was established in its place
(8:100). The office will receive a budget increase from roughly
$1 million in 1982 to $10 million in 1987 (30:30). The staff was
also increased from approx-imately 25 in the spring of 1982 to 164
in 1986. Additionally, six field offices were added in New York
during FY 1986 (30:30). A second regulatory enforcement program,

C ~. known as the Office of Antiboycott Compliance was also estab-
lished, To improve the effectiveness of the Commerce Department
even further, the Foreign Availability Assessments Division of
the Office of Export Administration was formed in 1984. it
developed and maintained a data base of foreign high technology
availability, especially in the Soviet Union and the People's
Republic of China. This division will influence export decisions
on US high technology (8:100). The Commerce Department is also
increasing its intelligence operations in technology transfer.
Information sought includes the party interested in acquiring
such technology, the attempts to provide the technology, and its
accessibility, especially through dual-use technology (8:98-99).
These steps will improve the Commerce Department's ability to

V enforce export controls, but more needs to be done.

The Commerce Department is ironically contributing to technol-
ogy transfer through its National Technical Information Service.
Seventy-five percent of its publications contain Department of
Defense, Department of Energy, and the National Aeronautics and
Sace Administration information (13:44). These reports are
sensitive, but readily available to the Soviet Union. AnotherJ
area of concern is objectivity.

L The Commerce Department must deal with potential conflicts of

r interest. Asking Commerce to restrict technology trade is akin
to "leaving the fox to watch the chicken coop." Theodore Thau,
former Executive Secretary of the Export Control Review Poard

p... commented on the Department's poor enforcement record, not inq



that Commerce has traditionally been interested in promoting
exports, not in stopping them (2:255).

Department of Defense

F- The Reagan Administration is committed to stopping the ille-
gal transfer of technology. In addition to giving Commerce more
resources needed for effective export control, the Administration
is also giving the Department of Defense a greater role (14:8).
The DOD now shares a task once assigned exclusively to the Com-
merce Department--reviewing export license applications.

Several things led to this change. First, the Defense De-
partment was genuinely alarmed at Soviet efforts to acquire
Western technology. Secretary of Defense Casper Weinberger was
convinced the Russians were "looting the United States, legally r
and illegally" (20:11). Second, legislation was written to sup-
port DOD's efforts to play a more active role in export control.
Richard N. Perle, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Internation-
al Security Policy had written key legislative provisions (while
a staff assistant to Senator Jackson) expanding the authority of
the Secretay of Defense (14:9). The Secretary of Defense is now
authorized to assess whether exports of goods and technology to
certain restricted countries would make a significant contribu-
tion to their military potential, and he can recommend to the
President whether export licenses should be granted or denied
(1:15). Third, Commerce had not been effective in the past. The
consequences of Commerce's poor performance in controlling tech-
nology transfer in the 1970s are still being felt in the 1980s.
In 1972, The United States sold to the Soviet Union technology
needed to develop the Kama River truck factory (2:94-95). As a
result, the Soviets have the largest truck factory in the world
(3:132) producing military-specification trucks to support the
Afghanistan invasion (3:94-95). Also in 1972, the United States
sold to the Soviet Union specialized machines, made by the Bryant
Chucking Grinder Company of Springfield, Vermont, that will grind 
high precision ball bearings used in Soviet MIRV ICBM guidance
systems, jet engines, high-speed aircraft, and complex steerable
space-antennas (2:260-264). The wisdom of the sale was again
debated by Congress in 1983 (2:264).

Consequently, President Reagan overrode Commerce and lobbyist
objections, and in January 1985 directed the Defense Department
to review militarily applicable technology export license appli-
cations (14:9). The Defense Technology Security Administration
(DTSA) was created and tasked to review export applications sent
from Commerce's Office of Export Administration. The DTSA has 45
days to give its assessment (27:13).

Although Perle claims that "massive leaks" of Western tech-
nology have been stopped (25:5), the problem is far from solved.
The DOD cannot prevent control breakdowns by itself, but often
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"V shares the blame when breakdowns occur. Dr Stephen D. Pryen, the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Econom-
ics, Trade and Security Policy, is the Pentagon's top policy
maker in charge of curbing technology transfer to the Soviet bloc
(19:2). He has been given a clearcut mandate and money for
halting the flow of American technology eastward to the brain

i . trust and military market of the Soviet Union (20:11). Called
before the Senate Banking Committee, he had to explain how eight
containers of US strategic goods and a VAX 11-782 computer system
were illegally diverted to the Soviet Union in 1983 (23:25). As
it turned out, William T. Archey, Commerce Acting Assistant
Secretary for Trade Administration conceded his department's
failure (23:24). He blamed the failure in stopping the diversion
to "a three-year sequence of intelligence, analysis, and comrrmni-
cation breakdowns inside Commerce" (23:24).

Defense faced other problems. Its increasingly active role
was not unanimously embraced. The Pentagon's participation in
stopping technology transfer eventually led to sources oveiseas
and negotiations with foreign governments. This unavcecdab e
progression of events transgressed into traditionally enshrined
territory belonging to the State Department. It's no worder that
the State Department objected to the Pentagon's "encroachnert"
(2:131) and even accused the DOD of "makina a rower crab" 12:130-
131).

Department of State

As suggestpd earlier, the State Departrert is the US govern-
ment's interface with foreign governments. In the east, it has
cooperated with the Commerce Department and assisted in overseas
enforcement of export controls f2:102). Members of the State
Department have worked with Commerce by providing help from US
embassy officials for postshipment verification. This was not a
primary job for State officials who found the task of postship-
ment verification frustrating. "Many foreign service officers...
had difficulty in knowing what they were looking for--or at"
(2:113). Additionally, the Office of Fast-West Trade leads the US
delegation for COCOM (Coordinating Committet for Multilateral
Fxport Control) and headed the conference in January 1982
(2:128) . The State Department also plays an important part in
strategy formulation for controlling technology transfer.

State is a key member of interagency qroups responsible for
the coordIination of export controls. Foreign policy consid-
erations are valid reasons for imposinq controls on goods and
technology (2:137-138). Actions that could adversely affect US
Pxport performance or are inconsistent with overall US foreign
polic-y n-ed to be considered and articulated prior to imposinrg
controls orn certain commodities.

13
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US Customs Service

The "agency without a mission" was how one source described
the Customs Service during 1980-1981 (2:88). Its role had been
to respond to requests from Commerce's Office of Export Adminis-
tration to undertake searches, seize cargo, and make arrests.
Things changed in October 1981 after the Customs Service mounted
Operation Exodus--a counteroffensive against high technology
smugglinq (2:88). The massive cargo inspection program netted
$20.5 million in illicit exports during the first six months with
the DOD financing the $28 million operation and Commerce deter-
m~ring whether licenses were in order. According to US Customs
Special Agent Kenneth Ingleby, one-third of the agents and re-
sources from his San Diego office was devoted to Operation Exodus
121:11 . Between October 1981 and August 1982, $50 million worth
of goods headed for suspicious destinations from nearly every
maior airport were seized (20:14). Before Operation Exodus, the
Custors Service had only four inspectors whose job it was to
ferret out high technology items not authorized for export--four
for all of the airports, ports, and other gateway out of the
United States (20:11). Afterwards, Customs began training hun-
dreds of agents in the art of detecting technology contraband.
Traditionally, US Customs Service had foreign investigation re-
sponsiilies in smuggling and in export investigations f2:112).
Put, the Commelce Department still had primary responsiblities
for technology transfer enforcement (2:102). Both the Treasury
and Justice Department, however, are in favor of Customs taking
over the enforcement responsibilities (2:103).

Federal Bureau of Investigation

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) participctes pri-
marily in criminal law enforcement and domestic counterirtelli-
gence roles (2:102). Additionally, President Reagan signed Fxecu-
tive Order 12333 which allows the FBI to do the following:

Conduct within the United States, when requested by the
officials of the intelligence community designated by the
President, activites undertaken to collect foreign intel-
ligence or support foreign intelligence collection re-
quirements of other agencies wit.hin the intelligence
community (8:103-104).

Such activities include wiretappings and break-ins. The
phones of an allied trade mission in San Francisco were even
monitored (8:104) to preempt trade diversions.

Central Intelligence Agency

The Central Intelligence Agency provides information on vio-
lations abroad. It also devotes its expertise to technology
transf-r because intelligence is critical to the success of
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countering illegal transfers. About 30 analysts are working full
time to track high technology items that might be of value to
American enemies (20:14) . Dr Stephen D. Bryen declares, "there
is a war on, the Pentagon wants other involved government agen- O
cies to know about it" (20:14) . Dr Bryen is also generating a
computer data base for records and profiles. Under the Reagan
Administration, and Central Intelligence Director William Casey,
the number of National Intelligence Estimates (NIEs) rose to 38
in 1981, and 60 in 1982. Among other assessments, the NIEs
included estimates on Soviet dependence on Western technology and *
trade for its military buildup, and the impact and effectiveness
of allied trade sanctions against the Soviets (9:245).

* US Attorney General i

The US Attorney General's office cooperates with other feder- iI
al agencies and prosecutes criminal cases. In California, for
example, the US Attorney General established a Critical Technolo-
gies Task Force, including Assistant US Attorneys, postal inspec-
tors, and representatives from the Commerce Department, Customs,
the FBI, and the Internal Revenue Service. The Task Force is
setting up law enforcement coordination links with state and

* local police, as well as technoloc businesses in the area.
Because the Soviet Union is behind most of the industrial espio-
nage, the intelligence community also works closely with the Task
Force and is part of a national effort to stem the hemorrhage of
critical technology to US adversaries (15:20).

LEGISLATION

Export Administration Act

The first attempts to control US exports occurred in 1940
(1:4) and have continuously evolved in response to changing world

*conditions and national interests. On 26 February 1949, Congress
passed the Export Control Act designed "to deny the Soviets any7
trade that would contribute to either their military or econonmic
potential" (1:4) . The era of de'tente resulted in the Export
Administration Act (EAA) of 1969, which lifted the ban on those
products and technologies that would strengthen the Soviet
Union's "economic potential" (1:5). This relaxation of export

* controls brought concerns to the Department of Defense, and the
EAA was amended in 1977 to give the DOD more authority to review
exports to any country. In 1979, a new EAA was passed and in-
cludes the following provisions: (1) minimize uncertainty in
export control, (2) separate criteria and procedures of controls
enacted for national security from those instituted for foreign

* policy reasons, (3) make the licensing process more efficient,
* (4) allow the exemption of validated (versus general) licenses if

items are available elsewhere, (5) give the President total
discretion in deciding to apply foreign policy controls, and (6)
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charge the Secretary of Defense with primary responsibility for
developing a Military Critical Technologies List (MCTL) (34:18-
19).i2

The MCTL was first published in January 1980 and revised in
November 1981 (34:37). Both lists were classified and the second
was 800 pages long. The List was to be specific enough to guide
validated licensing decisions, and to become part of the Commodi-
ty Control List (34:82). Representative Don Bonker (D-Wash.)
noted that there are over 200,000 items on the List, including I

home personal computers, telephones and the wiring that goes into
lightbulbs. Congress had envisioned the MCTL to consist of (1)
an array of design and manufacturing know-how; (2) keystone
manufacturing, inspection, and test equipment; and (3) goods
accompanied by sophisticated operation, application, or mainte-
nance know-how which could significantly advance another coun-
try's military system (34:82).

Battle Act

The Battle Act is also known as the Mutual Defense Assistance
Control Act of 1951 (1:4). Among other things, it requires an
embargo of strategic products and materials to any nation that
threatened the security of the United States. This law also
requires negotiations with other nations to obtain their coopera-
tion in controlling exports to the USSR and Communist bloc coun-
tries. These negotiations are currently taking place with COCOM,
the informal group concerned with both security and economic
issues (1:5). For the most part, the provisions of this Act have
been included in the Export Administration Act of 1979 (2:138)
and is mentioned here for completeness.

COCOM

P.COCOM (Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Con-
trols) was created in November 1949 for the purpose of coordira-
ting its members' national controls over the export of strategic
materials and technology to the communist world (11:148). This
committee began operations on 1 January 1950 with 7 member na-
tions and currently has a total of 15 members (22:21). These
include all NATO nations (except Iceland) plus Japan (25:2).
Nonmembers of the Paris-based COCOM include Switzerland, Sweden,
New Zealand, and Australia (10:57-59). This fact is significant
because nations like Switzerland can play the role of an arbiter
while nations like Sweden have been a source of "leakage."

COCOM is obviously another key player in the success or
failure of countering technology transfer. An agreement of what
technology (commercial and military) should or should not be sold
to the East must be unanimous (25:2). Agreement is not easy sirce
for some COCOM members, trade with the Eastern Bloc forms a
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significant part of their economy. For example, West Germany's
trade with the communist countries amount to 6.2 percent of their
total trade (3:22). Not surprisingly, West Germany is the single
largest supplier of Western technology to the Soviet Union
(2:23).
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d Chapter Four

FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES IF
Trade becomes an issue when restrictions are placed on goods

having potential military significance because those goods are no
longer accessible in the commercial market. Another issue is the
restriction on information to the public, as guaranteed by the
First Amendment, because its release could jeopardize national
security. A third issue is related to the first. Should commer-h
cial products, available in electronic stores, be restricted from
trading abroad because they can be modified for military use?
This chapter will not resolve these issues. They are mentioned
here to give the reader an appreciation of the complexities in
dealing with export controls.

ECONOMICS VS SECURITY

WV Domestic

An article in the 19th Edition of Air War College Associate

Programs chapter states the problem this way:

extent that the Federal Government should participate in

controlling offsets [countertradel. If US interestsI?
cannot agree among themselves, can we realistically
expect our allies to control offsets, particularly when
a US company is competing with one of their own (13:55)?

Domestically, there are issues other than national security:
employment, foreign trade, international political relations, and
the economic growth and development of friendly countries (2:20).
Additionally, there is a lack of consistent interpretation on
militarily significant technology. Export license decisions have
reflected judgments based not only on technical military assess-
ments, but also on the political climate (34:82). Even Congress
is undecided on what the export administration policy goals
should be. Should the emphasis be primarily on US national
security, diplomatic options, efficient/consistent licensing
system, or trade promotion (34:87-88)?

While debate continues, some in industry are complaining that
current US controls are stricter and more onerous than foreign
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ones ,and therefore are unfair impediments to American exporters
(22:22). It is clear that national security is not the only con-
cern. Theodore W. Wu, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Export En-
forcement, suggests a balanced approach to strategic export con-

* trol, and not create unnecessary export disincentives (30:30).

Foreign

The US goal is to convince its friends that selling or di-
verting militarily significant technology to the Soviet bloc is
detrimental to Western security. Former Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown suggested the following solution:

The United States should put pressure on its allies to
agree [on export controls]I, recognizing that its [US]
leverage is limited .... But the United States has
technology that its allies want, and this technology
could be held back if the allies fail to agree to
enforceable restraints on its retransfer to the Soviet
bloc (7:31).

This seems like a simple plan, but there are many complex

technology-producing nations that are neutral. They do not par-

ticipate in any trade restriction talks with the United States
and could conceivably take the market away from COCOM members
complying with export control agreements. Second, COCOM (similar
to the US Commerce Department) is interested in both economic and
security matters. Its members want to bolster their economy by

* promoting trade whenever possible, perhaps even at the expense of
security; disagreements often result. Third, some COCOM members

* perceive the United States pursuing an inconsistent embargo poli-
cy. The United States often does appear to place self-interests
first. Fourth, even if COCOM agrees on an embargo, there is
little the organization could do if a member cheats. These
difficulties need to be discussed separately.

Taking a look at the first obstacle, the Pentagon released a
grey list" of countries that might divert technology to the

Soviet bloc. It includes the following countries: Austria,
* Finland, Hong Kong, India, Libya, Liechtenstein, Malaysia, Iran,
* Iraq, Singapore, Spain, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland and

Syria (26:45). Although not all are high technology-producing
countries, negotiations are taking place with some to tighten
their national controls and progress is being made. Spain, for
example, is now a member of COCOM and others are bringing their

high-tech~~~~~~.~ reuainsi iewihU egltos

The second obstacle is perhaps the most difficult for COCOM

to overcome. What the United States sees as a military risk,
COCOM often sees as an economic venture. Europeans have accused
the United States of "high-tech protectionism" and have suggested
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that US export control policy represents collusion between ele-
ments of the US government and major US exporters to defeat
foreign commercial competitors (21:3). Former Executive Secreta-
ry of the Export Control Adminstration Review Board, Theodore L.
Thau believes COCOM has always been a servant of business inter-
ests over security interests (2:126). Richard Perle shares this
view saying that "[COCOM] is a regulatory institution with the
regulees present .... The potential for self-deception is very
large" (2:127). Unfortunately, the United States is not above
scrutiny.

The United States has been accused of having self-serving and
inconsistent trade and foreign policies. The British high-tech
industry was unhappy when the United States relaxed trade re-
strictions with China, allowing the sale of equipment subject to
COCOM controls (2:139). Questions were also raised about the US
sale of Digital PDP 11 computers to Yugoslavia, and the heralded
1983 seizure of VAX 11/82 computers at the Dover docks in Sweden
when the identical computing machines were already in Moscow
hospitals (2:140). The Confederation of British Industry, repre-
senting the top twelve thousand UK companies claimed that the use
of controls had negligible effects on Soviet policies and the
main result of embargoes had been to alienate trading partners
and allies (2:134). Another example of apparent inconsistency
was for President Reagan to lift the grair embargo President
Carter had imposed in response to Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
and then imposed oil and gas technology embargo because of mar-
tial law in Poland. President Reagan then also attempted to
prevent foreign firms from exporting petroleum equipment technol-
ogy to the USSR. France, United Kingdom, West Germany, and Italy
defied the US orders (34:4-5).

As suggested earlier, COCOM is not based on a formal treaty
and has no legal status (20:15); its members are legally free to
ignore COCOM controls. Moreover, there are always intense domes-
tic pressures within member nations to seek trade. For example,
when President Carter disapproved the license for a $6.8 million

-. Sperry computer system in 1978 destined to the Soviet Union, the %.

French immediately jumped at the chance and offered the Soviets
an even larger computer and "thumbed its nose at COCOM" (2:125-

. 126). The British also ignored COCOM controls in the 1970s by
selling Rolls Royce, Ltd. Spey supersonic military engines to the
People's Republic of China (3:88). Rep. Jonathan B. Pingham,
then Chairman of the House Subcommittee on International Trade,
noted in a letter to President Reagan on 29 October 1981: "In my
view, circumvention of US and multilateral export controls has
contributed more to Soviet military capabilities than the tech-
nology approved for sale (3:88).
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FRI ED(M VS SECUPI1Y

Freedom in the United States, ironically, can threaten the
security of the United States. As pointed out in Chafte! Two,
the Soviets depend heavily on readily available unclassified
sources in the United States for their information on echniccqy.
Using the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) to obtain :rformat ion
for intelligence is an exclusive latter-day American phenomenon.
Britain and the Commonwealth have their Official Secrets A-ts.
Fven literal Sweden prosecutes journalists for mere:y ,is-us :r<
the existence of a Swedish intelligence service (5:296). The F-
and CIA together spend over 400 man-years, every year, r -spcndir.'
to FCIA requests (5:297). For the sake of US security, som, hric v
suggested that controls or restrictions be :mn4osed on dccesFs
previously open sources .

Controlling freedom of information is an issue that goes to
the heart of a free society where information is exchanged with
few restraints. One reason given for this na+ i(n's fechnolroaial
successes has been the ability of its scientists, engireers,
researchers, and managers to share thcir knowledge. Ideas are
formulated and exchanged from nany sources: symposIums, Fublc.
media, and professional journals. These ideas are often r-
searched and result in many benefits, including advanced techrcl-
ogy. Any attempts to thwart an open atmosphere of learnri-g and-
discussion have generally been oppposed. For example, officials
at University of California at Berkeley were even agairst Fenta-
gon efforts to limit Soviet bloc scholars and students access to
the Cray X-MP, a supercomputer--the "crown jewels of US technolc.-
gy" (16:1).

Other critics have charged that the Administration's prot arm-
of technology security undermines the economic and scientific
progress essential to the long-term national security (38:4).
Academicians claim it would be politically repugnant for the

government to interfere with information exchanged in the realm
of theory, basic research, and lab experimentation (3:15), be-
cause these are the fundamentals leading to new discoveries, notall affecting national security. Another cont oversial issue is

controlling dual-use technology transfers.

DUAL-USE TECHNOLOGY
Dual-use technology falls in a grey area. While such goods

are for civilian/commercial use, they may have significant mili-
tary application. Fxamples of dual-use technology items include
computers, fiber optics, jet engines, semiconductors, sensor and
seismic- technology, and telecommunications equipment (3:3).

- Minicomputers designed for routine lab work can be used to con-
trol nuclear weapons production; laser technology exported for
manufacturing purposes can be modified to be exotic satellite- ..
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a.' killing weapons; computers for weather forecasting and air-traf- S
fic control can be programmed to direct missile launches; and
special drill bit machinery for oil and gas exploration can be
used to make armor piercing warheads (7:189) . The Soviets have
used drydocks, promised for civilian purposes, to repair Kiev-

a. class aircraft carriers, nuclear powered ballistic missile submia-
rines, and other warships (15:18).

It is government policy to restrain export of militarily
significant goods without interfering any more than necessary
with peaceful trade (3:16) . The problem is that almost every
militarily significant technology has peaceful uses. The House
and the Senate are concerned that controls which are too strict
will not weaken the Soviet's ability to obtain products, but will
unnecessarily restrict US exports (13:46).

This is a difficult issue to resolve. A related issue is how
to determine which dual-use technology to restrict. The problem
becomes even more acute as high technology becomes more available
worldwide. Export control talks with high technology-producing

nations are a must.
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* Chapter Five

CONCLUSION

This chapter concludes this paper by giving the findings of 1
the research project. Also included are the recommendations that

* if implemented, can solve the problem of technology transfer to
the Soviet Union.

FINDINGS

The United States lost significant militarily sensitive tech-
* nology to the Soviet Union since WW II through both legal and

illegal means. The loss eroded the qualitative US lead in tech-

nology, gave the Soviets additional military capabilities, and
also gave them the means to counter tht- latest US weapons. The
Soviets used the acquired technology to develop accurate MIRV
ICBMs for striking hardened targets, produce trucks for irvading
Afghanistan, deploy Il-71 and An-72 for strategic and theater
airlift capability, and integrate the look-down/shoot-down radar
system in their fighters for shooting down low-flying aircraft.
They are also testing laser weapons using US-developed mirrors.

Efforts to counter the loss of technology have been partially
successful. The Washington Times on 26 August 1986 reported that
the United States has been able to inflict a major setback to
Soviet high-tech espionage through increased efforts to ferret
out elite KGB spies (19:2). The article also added that several
Line X officers (see Chapter Two: Espionage) were among the 100
Soviet KGB spies arrested in or expelled from Western countries
since 1981. At least one was traded for Anatoly Shcharansky
(19:2). However, it is widely accepted that the Soviets will
continue to emphasize clandestine activities focused primarily on
the acquisition of scientific and technological data in the
United States, Western Europe, and Japan (33:127). Soviet espio-
nage efforts have netted them tremendous gains, and they will
continue to use this profitable method to collect Western tech-

nology.
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Soviet acquisition of technology through open sources will
always be effective since the method is relatively cheap and
because of American propensity towards various freedoms, academic
and press being two of the most obvious. Totally effective
control of information is impossible without impinging upon the
rights guaranteed by the US Constitution and might even be detri-
mental to maintaining the US technological lead made possible by
the free exchange of information. As compensation, Harold Brown
suggested that US goals should be to keep the Soviets four or
five years behind in militarily significant technologies (4:31).

The Soviets also use student and scientific exchanges to
acquire technology. These exchanges are more pervasive when the

*j political climate between the Soviet and US governments are
cordial. At the height of detente in the 1970s, student ex-
changes were frequent and Soviet "students" were found studying
advanced scientific subjects while their US counterparts were

• "majoring in humanities (6:67). There are strong indications that
"" these Soviet students were able to apply what they learned in the

United States to develop advanced Soviet technologies.

Trade diversions have been extremely effective for the So-
viets and have been on the rise (21:1-1). Through the formation
of "front" companies or through the use of "third parties," the
Soviets have been able to acquire advanced technology hardware
for immediate application or reverse engineering (29:19). The
challenge to ferret out legitimate from bogus companies in addi-
tion to identifying companies that disregard laws and agreements
had been limited by resources. Because these operations are
international, this method is difficult to control and can only
be effectively countered by full COCOM cooperation.

The Federal Government's efforts to stem the tide of technol-
ogy loss to the East has been hampered by interagency differences
(14:14). Determination of what is militarily significant technol-
ogy and which items should be granted export licenses because of
foreign availability depends primarily on which agency's inter-
est is at stake. Likewise, COCOM members have their own inter-
ests to protect and are very sensitive to perceived inconsisten-
cies in US foreign policies.

Despite government shortfalls, there is evidence that the
Reagan Administration's efforts to curb technology loss is woik-
ing. Action taken include tougher export controls, agency reor-
ganizations, funding increases, special operations, legal prose-
cutions, and frequent COCOM talks. An independent study known as
the Aggregate Assessment showed that the Soviets would have saved
$6.3-13.3 billion from 1985 to 1997, if they were allowed to
acquire high technology found in 79 export items in the last two
years (24:67). Additionally, increased cooperation by COCOM and I
friendly nations have resulted in a number of shipment seizures.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Central Organization. First of all, there needs to be unity
of effort. The current method of Commerce granting export li-
censes after coordination with intelligence and DOD is an after-
thought and a reaction to the realization that something quick
needs to be done to stop the "hemorrhaging of technology." I
recommend the creation of a central organization to deal with
technology transfer. This organization needs to be at a level
high enough to influence US policy. Since decisions on technolo-
gy transfer affect foreign policy, national security, economic
vitality, and freedom of information, an organization at a level
lower than the cabinet will be brushed aside by entrenched paro-
chial interests of other executive departments. A long-term
solution is needed to deal with increasing complexities of issues
like dual-use technology. This organization can deal with them.

Advantages. An organization whose mission is to control
technology transfer can formulate a cohesive technology policy on
student exchanges, bilateral agreements, and open source issues.
It can coordinate with other agencies on how technology should be
used in domestic, foreign, and trade policies. A more stable
technology policy that does not reverse with each international
incident is possible. Interagency squabblings on roles, respon-
sibilities, and conflict of interests would be reduced. A more
effective working relationship with intelligence and law enforce-
ment agencies is possible because of the dedicated nature of the
organization. It is also possible to be more consistent in
working with COCOM.

Disadvantages. An effort to get the organization off the
ground might detract from current efforts to counter technology
transfer. Tremendous start-up obstacles can make the reality of
such an organization unlikely. Political turf battles, costs,
roles and responsibilities are but a few. Additionally, an
organization dedicated to technology control could be myopic and
ignore healthy trade for the sake of security.

2. COCOM Treaty. The United States needs to formalize COCOM
with perhaps a treaty. COCOM must have more status and power to
"reward the good and punish the bad." Nations intercepting
illegal transfers should be rewarded and those that violate
agreements need to be sanctioned. As an example, status similar
to "most favored nation" could be the "carrot" and fines be the"stick." Technology must also be explicitly defined by the. ,

organization so that technology arid not the product is con-
trolled. A spirit of cooperation especially in sharing intelli-
gence to predict what technology the Soviets are seeking should
be encouraged. Effective control is impossible without COCOM
cooperation.
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4.

COCOM needs to actively pursue technology-producing nations
in the Third World to join the committee. Since so many of those
nations now export dual-use technology, it is imperative that
they do not out-compete US manufacturers observing unilateral do-
mestic restraints. As COCOM grows in importance, it also needs
to modernize through automation while maintaining the confiden-
tial atmosphere. Members should be asked to participate in
economic burden-sharing of modernization with a system similar to
that of NATO. Through these and other innovative steps, this can
be a respected organization where technology-producing nations .

want to join. The United States should also exercise leverage
(through policy application) linking progress in COCOM with the
availability of US trade that individual nations need for their
industries. In succinct terms, the United States should not give
technology to nations that cannot protect it.

3. Industry Education Program. The government should work with
industry in developing a program to educate high-tech industries
on Soviet efforts to steal US technology. Include in the proaram
a feedback system where industry becomes the ultimate source of
control by reporting unusual orders. Commerce officials could
periodically visit manufacturers to inspect their (proposed)
technology transfer programs. Companies found in compliance of
regulations are given favored licensing privileges, and those

*. found in violation are given fines or other disincentives.

4. MCTL Update. The Militarily Critical Technologies List
should be trimmed and periodically reviewed. New technology is
constantly emerging and what was militarily significant a few
years ago, might now be safely taken off the list. This list
should not be allowed to stagnate or it will saturate the control
system and prevent obsolete technology from being exported.

I
5. Security Clearance Review. A comprehensive review of securi-
ty clearance recertification prodedures in the private sector
needs to be done. Anyone working on sensitive programs should
have their security clearances periodically reviewed. The Hughes
employee who sold the look-down/shoot-down technology did not
have his security clearance reviewed in 28 years (28:60).

6. Penalty Increases. Penalties for illegal shipments of high-
tech and militarily significant hardware should be severe. Con-
gress recently took positive steps by raising the maximum penalty
to $1 million in fines and 10-year prison terms (21:1-1). In
addition, violating companies should have their export licenses p
restricted.

7. NTIS Restriction. Prevent Soviet access to information on
the Commerce Department's National Technical Information Service
(NTIS) by restricting its content, labelling sensitive informa-
tion as such, or put the information in other sources not ac-
cessible to the Soviets.
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These recommendations, if implemented over time, offer some
real disincentives to Soviet technology acquisition, while pro-
viding ample opportunity for American industry to continue its
great history of leadership in technical development.
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